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1 Introduction
Marine spatial planning (MSP) is a planning process that uses Ecosystem Based Management (EBM)
principles and focuses on the spatially explicit nature of many ocean activities and resources (TEEB
2012, p23). EBM differs from traditional approaches focused on single sectors, activities or species,
by taking account of interactions, synergies and cumulative effects. MSP needs to take account of the
services provided and potentially provided from different areas, the activities involved in accessing
them, and the resulting cumulative effects on marine ecosystems. The planning approach should be
ecosystem based and spatially explicit, and should consider human benefits and impacts, address
cumulative impacts, and take account of future activities and changes, with the aim of ensuring that
the collective pressure of activities remains compatible with a healthy and sustainable marine
environment (Nordic Council of Ministers 2017).
Services from the deep sea are in increasing demand, and pressure to utilize more fully deep-sea
products such as seafood, energy resources and minerals are on the rise (Thurber, Sweetman et al.
2014). The deep North Atlantic Ocean is now known to harbour ecosystems that support a biologically
rich variety of life that perform key functions within global biogeochemical cycles (Armstrong et al,
2019a). The deep-sea ecosystems, including cold water corals, sponges, seamounts and hydrothermal
vents, also provide many other ecosystem goods and services, which contribute to maritime economic
activities that underpin the socio-economic well-being of Atlantic nations and their citizens
(Galparsoro et al, 2014; Armstrong et al, 2019a). These services include nutrient cycling, waste
absorption and detoxification, fisheries, bioprospecting and a number of cultural services related to
education and science, aesthetic and inspirational contributions (Armstrong et al, 2012).

However, marine ecosystems and resources are subject to significant pressures. Human activities, but
also climate change effects, and natural hazards and dynamics such as erosion and accretion, can have
severe impacts on marine ecosystems, leading to deterioration of environmental status, loss of
biodiversity and degradation of ecosystem services (COM 2014). These pressures and impacts in turn
have potentially significant consequences for marine economic development and growth. The dual
recognition that human pressures directly impact on ecosystem services and that ecosystem services
directly benefit human well-being has led to increasing efforts to integrate ecosystem services in policy
and management (Galparsoro, Borja et al. 2014).
Achieving sustainable exploitation of marine resources in the deep sea is particularly challenging, due
to the huge uncertainty around the many risks posed by human activities on these remote and
relatively poorly understood ecosystems (Armstrong et al, 2019a), for which management regimes are
often poorly defined, in particular in the areas beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ). There are often
difficult trade-offs to make between different possible services and the immediate and longer-term
impacts of marine activities (Armstrong et al 2019a).
It is essential to consider the various pressures and their impacts in the establishment of marine spatial
plans (COM 2014). So in order to evaluate the effectiveness and sustainability of a plan for
simultaneously benefiting from and conserving marine resources, a range of ecological, socioeconomic and institutional indicators need to be developed and monitored (Douvere and Ehler, 2011).
These indicators must include the identification of services, their values and conflict areas, and their
incorporation as important inputs to policy making, and in particular marine spatial planning
(Armstrong et al, 2014)
To date, however, there is a lack of environmental baselines and assessments in relation to human
interactions with the deep sea (Armstrong et al, 2019a). Consequently MSP is not well developed for
the deep sea, and most existing MSP focuses on coastal waters or shelf areas. With growing
anthropogenic pressures in deep-sea environments, developing sustainable plans is a priority. Better
knowledge of the values provided by habitat-based sea-floor ecosystem services could help to justify
further policy action, development of Marine Protected Areas, conservation, and resource use.1 This
information could also help design responses to global change that will inevitably impact on deep-sea
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ecosystems and biodiversity, and the services they provide.2 The ATLAS project has started to put in
place the information required for economic baselines in the North Atlantic, considering areas both
inside and outside EEZs. The research includes:


Identification of ecosystem goods and services (Deliverable 5.1)



Assessment of risks to ecosystem services from diverse human drivers (Deliverable 5.2):



Ecosystem goods and services and environmental risk assessment (Deliverable 6.2):



Original stated-preference valuation surveys for two ATLAS case-study areas (Deliverable 5.4)



A Q study of decision-maker and stakeholder views on the legitimacy, validity and
acceptability of monetary valuation methods and the use of values in decision support
(Deliverable 5.3)

Together, the results of this work can be considered as a first step towards establishing an economic
baseline for adaptive MSP in the deep North Atlantic Ocean.

2 Policy context
The European MSP Directive (COM 2014) defines MSP as a process through which the relevant
authorities analyse and organise human activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic and
social objectives. Furthermore, the Directive calls for an adaptive management approach to ensure
refinement and further development as experience and knowledge increase. An adaptive approach
is particularly relevant with regard the deep sea where complete knowledge, data and information
are not available. It is also relevant as knowledge grows on the pressures occurring on ecosystem
services from human activities (Armstrong et al, 2019a; ATLAS D5.2).
Thus MSP can be thought of as a “public process of analyzing and allocating the spatial and temporal
distribution of human activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic, and social objectives”
(Ehler & Douvere 2009, p24). This involves considering a wide range of different systems, features,
activities and services with complex interactions, and reaching difficult decisions about priorities
where there are trade-offs or competing objectives, such as protecting biodiverse deep-sea habitats
while at the same time safeguarding marine commercial interests and human livelihoods.
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However, there are challenges to implementing MSP: governance structures are often complex,
conflicting and incomplete, and our understanding of ecosystem functions and processes, how they
sustain benefits and how they are impacted by human activities is often limited. Assessing ecological
processes and resources in terms of the ecosystem goods and services they provide helps to translate
highly complex systems into a series of measurements which can be more readily understood by a
wide range of stakeholders. But quantitative assessment of cumulative impacts and multiple stressors
on ecosystems and services remain the exception rather than the norm.3 Furthermore, though the
identification of trade-offs between ecosystem services may in some cases be apparent, the actual
assessment for the balancing of these trade-offs is challenging, when the services have
incommensurable measures. In addition, the trade-offs may not only be between services, but also
between different stakeholders invested in the same or different services. Single services may be
allocated over time and space, further complicating distribution. Broadening out the stakeholder
portfolio is a central part of the work in WP5, including the general public, a group that perceives
themselves as clear stakeholders, also in relation to the deep sea (Armstrong et al 2019b).
One tool that can help in seeking appropriate balances is the monetary valuation of non-marketed
ecosystem goods and services. The ubiquitous nature of trade-offs and conflicting objectives means
that identification of services, their values and conflict areas are important for policy making, and for
MSP in particular, with new opportunities to balance uses and protection of marine ecosystems in
support of the implementation of ecosystem-based management, in line with evolving policies. This
report focuses on the role of monetary valuation in supporting MSP.

2.1

Policy drivers for valuation

Several international and national initiatives promote greater use of monetary valuation for improving
decision making. Notably, these include the Aichi targets4 under the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD), in particular:


Aichi Target 2: By 2020, at the latest, biodiversity values have been integrated into national
and local development and poverty reduction strategies and planning processes and are being
incorporated into national accounting, as appropriate, and reporting systems.
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Aichi Target 19: By 2020, knowledge, the science base and technologies relating to
biodiversity, its values, functioning, status and trends, and the consequences of its loss, are
improved, widely shared and transferred, and applied.

At the European level, the EU Biodiversity Strategy5 (Target 2, Action 5) called for the mapping and
assessment of ecosystems and their services by all Member States (MS). This also included the
assessment of the economic value of such services where possible by 2020. A common system of
typologies of ecosystems and services for mapping and inclusion in natural capital accounting was
developed to be applied by the EU and MS in order to ensure consistent approaches (Bouwma et al.
2018).
At the same time, MS are developing their National Marine Spatial Plans as required under the EU
Maritime Spatial Planning Directive (EC Directive 2014/89/EU). The availability of information on
ecosystem service delivery at different spatial scales is essential for this process, to ensure that marine
economic activities are conducted in a way that sustains the long-term capacity of the oceans to
deliver ecosystem services. Recent changes to the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) (EC
Directive 2008/56/EC) have made MS reporting requirements more explicit regarding information on
the human pressures on marine ecosystems and taking into account recent scientific progress (Cavallo
et al 2019). The amendments have also introduced a risk-based approach to the reporting
requirements for the MSFD through the use of threshold values based on the precautionary principle,
helping MS to assess areas at risk that may need further action in achieving Good Environmental
Status. The MSFD also requires the availability of ecosystem services valuation for the assessment of
the environmental status and to define the measures that ensure sustainable human activities at sea
(Cardoso et al 2010).
As part of this process, the ecosystem services provided by benthic habitats in the European North
Atlantic Ocean have been assessed and mapped in the context of the “Mapping and Assessment of
Ecosystems and their Services” (MAES6) programme, the European Biodiversity Strategy and the
implementation of the MSFD (see Galparsoro et al 2014).

However, the mapping of marine

ecosystems services and associated benefits stills lags behind the terrestrial counterparts, and this is
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even more so for deep-water ecosystem services.

Most of the recommended indicators7 for

ecosystem services delivered by marine ecosystems fall under ‘marine inlets and transitional waters’
followed by ‘coastal waters’, with few listed for ‘open ocean’ or ‘shelf waters’. The EEA has reported
(EEA 2016) that for marine ecosystems, the information base “is poor and fragmented, so that
assessment at the European level remains challenging”, while within Member States’ reporting there
was “some lack of clarity in the ecosystem typology, in particular with regards to marine ecosystems”.
These issues need to be resolved before better integration of ecosystem service valuation in policy
can be achieved.

2.2

Atlantic deep sea management

Sustainable development of the ocean is a central policy objective in Europe through the Blue Growth
Strategy, and globally through parties to the CBD (Armstrong et al, 2019a). The EU Blue Growth
Strategy, formulated in 2012, requires maritime spatial planning to ensure efficient and sustainable
management of activities at sea. “Blue growth” is the concept of encouraging development of marine
economic activities, in a sustainable manner, such that the long-term ability of the marine
environment to continue to provide ecosystem services is not compromised. The EU Blue Growth
strategy seeks to harness the potential of Europe’s oceans, seas and coasts for growth and jobs. The
aim was to drive forward the EU’s Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) by promoting the EU’s blue
economy (Mulazzani and Malorgio 2017). Hence, the strategy aims to contribute to the EU’s
competitiveness, resource efficiency, job creation and new sources of growth whilst safeguarding
biodiversity and protecting the marine environment, thus preserving the services that healthy and
resilient marine and coastal ecosystems provide (COM 2012). In addition to the traditional sectors of
the blue economy (fisheries, oil and gas, shipbuilding and ship repair, and ferry and cargo transport),
the strategy identified five areas for the development of blue growth: blue energy, aquaculture,
coastal and marine tourism, blue biotechnology and seabed mineral resources.
Implementation of the Blue Growth Strategy is linked with other initiatives including the Marine
Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) and sea basin strategies such as the Maritime Strategy for the
Atlantic Ocean Area (COM 2011) and the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020 as noted above (Johnson,
Ferreira et al. 2017). The MSFD is considered the environmental pillar of the IMP and represents an
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ecosystem-based approach to marine management (Mulazzani and Malorgio, 2017). The directive
aims to protect the resource base upon which marine related economic and social activities depend.
Included in the objectives is an analysis of the goods and services provided by the marine environment
as well as the costs of degradation from anthropogenic activities (Mulazzani and Malorgio, 2017).
These policies can all be linked through the scope of MSP, and indeed the IMP identified MSP as the
cross cutting policy tool that would enable public authorities and stakeholders to apply a coordinated,
integrated and trans-boundary approach to achieving sustainable growth and development of seas
and oceans whilst maintaining ecosystems and achieving GES (COM 2014).
The Maritime Strategy for the Atlantic Ocean Area presents five objectives consistent with the
“overriding objective of creating sustainable jobs and growth” of EUROPE 2020:


implementing the ecosystem approach;



reducing Europe’s carbon footprint;



sustainable exploitation of the Atlantic seafloor’s natural resources (marine raw materials);



responding to threats and emergencies; and,



socially inclusive growth.

The Atlantic Action Plan (COM 2013) contributes to the Blue Growth strategy aiming to support the
marine and marine economy in the Atlantic Ocean area. Its objectives, among others, are to drive
forward the blue economy while preserving the environmental and ecological stability of the Atlantic
Ocean. The plan encourages member states to cooperate in both traditional activities such as fisheries
as well as emerging industries such as biotech and offshore renewables, while also preserving the
environmental and ecological stability of the Atlantic.
There are however potential tensions between the different policy objectives. The recognition of the
“overriding” nature of the priority of growth and jobs, while simultaneously recognising the need for
“sustainability” and “social inclusion” is a recurrent thread in EU policy and indeed more generally. In
Europe, the Cardiff process set the stage for mainstreaming environment concerns across European
policy (COM 1998), and the Sustainable Development Strategy put emphasis on balancing the three
pillars of sustainable development (Gothenburg Presidency Conclusions; European Council 2001). But
in practice, the Lisbon Strategy (Lisbon Presidency Conclusions; European Council 2000) focus on
‘sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion’ has been more
emphasised in European policy (Hey 2005).

Nevertheless, the current ambition of transition to a Green Economy – and for the marine
environment, Blue Growth – at least offers the hope of reconciling environmental objectives with
economic and employment goals (Tinch et al 2015). The Marine Spatial Planning Directive, ‘a
cornerstone of the Commission's Blue Growth strategy’, was described by Commissioners Damanaki’s
and Potočnik’s joint statement as ‘an important step in creating new growth opportunities across all
maritime sectors by better managing our seas and ensuring their sustainability. Only if we coordinate
the various activities taking place in our seas can we make access to maritime space more predictable
for investors and at the same time reduce the impact of maritime activities on the environment’8.
Although the focus on growth is present, the need for sustainability and reduced environmental
impact is also recognised. The priorities of the new Commission9 put a “European Green Deal” front
and centre, and the renewed focus on environmental sustainability under President Von der Leyen
would seem to present a great opportunity for improving the MSP process. But this will only be
possible with good knowledge of what the marine ecosystem services are, and how they will be
impacted by changes in the economic activity taking place, in order for decision-making processes
regarding the best use of those resources to ensure blue growth that is genuinely sustainable (Norton
et al, 2018).

2.3

Climate change and connectivity

Currently, one of the greatest threats to deep-sea ecosystems is from on-going climate change
(Johnson et al 2018) – sustainable marine management in general, and MSP in particular, need to be
considered in the context of adapting to rapidly changing conditions. The ongoing rise of greenhouse
gas concentrations is pushing marine systems toward conditions that are new, or at least not
experienced for millions of years, and the rates of change are rapid, creating risks of major and perhaps
irreversible ecological transformations (Hoegh-Guldberg & Bruno 2010).

The changes include

geochemical changes, with reduced pH and carbonate saturation levels unprecedented in the last 2
million years (Hönisch et al., 2009). Furthermore, although the expected timing varies according to
emissions pathways and mitigation measures; the severe changes are not merely “High End Scenario”
risks, but are expected under all four IPCC Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Hartin et
al 2016). Sooner or later, therefore, these processes are likely to impact on habitat integrity and
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representativeness, leading to changes in species ranges, and consequent changes in community
composition and interactions (Pecl et al 2017, Roberts et al 2017). Though data are lacking, it seems
likely that this will have severe impacts on deep-sea habitats and their fauna, through rise in CO2 levels
and ocean acidification, temperature change, expansion of hypoxic zones, destabilization of the slopes
and gas hydrates and changes in productivity regimes; benthic communities on sedimentary upper
slopes, cold-water corals, canyon benthic communities and seamount pelagic and benthic
communities are particularly at risk (Ramirez-Llodra et al 2011).
Climate change also interacts with marine connectivity. Most obviously, climate-related disturbances
can change larval dispersal via impacts on hydrodynamics as well as on biological factors including
spawning times, pelagic larval durations, larval mortality and behaviour (Magris et al 2014). Different
life stages may be differently sensitive to temperature, and adult spawning fishes may be especially
sensitive (Asch & Erisman, 2018). At the same time, connectivity influences how (meta-)populations
could respond to climate shocks and events. For example, increased abundance of marine species in
marine protected areas (MPAs) is expected to enhance productivity of the surrounding areas which
can help buffer against climate impacts and increase resilience (Roberts et al., 2017).
These considerations could have complex implications for marine conservation, for example if reduced
larval durations enhanced larval survival but reduced connectivity. In one study, higher SST resulted
in reduced planktonic duration but increased egg and larval mortality. Results predict reduced
dispersal to more distant sites but increased dispersal to neighbouring sites. Increased mortality
modified the magnitude of population connectivity but had little effect on the overall patterns (Young
et al 2018). Hence, species connectivity patterns that track climate change must be considered in MSP
and specifically in the design of robust MPA networks (Carr et al 2017). Overall, climate change
threatens the effectiveness of MPAs (Bruno et al 2018), and designing MPA networks without taking
these impacts into account “could result in major investments being made in areas that will not survive
the next several decades” (McLeod et al 2009).
To achieve this, the spatial connectivity and potential sensitivity to climate change must first be
determined. This could include attempting to identify critical areas that are most likely to survive the
threat of climate change (McLeod et al 2009): responses to climate change and large-scale forcing can
vary widely at local scales creating marine microclimates that can be robust even under extreme largescale forcing events (ENSO, climate change) potentially creating spatial refuges or ‘safe spaces’ for
important species (Woodson et al 2018). Other options include seeking to compensate for the
increased mortality effect through increasing the size or number of protected areas in order to

increase populations and reproductive output, or adding additional nodes to MPA networks to adapt
to reduced distances of larval dispersal: regionally networked marine reserves can provide steppingstones for dispersal, safe “landing zones” for colonizing species, and possible refugia for those unable
to move (Roberts et al 2017).
All these changes will inevitably influence the effectiveness of existing (spatial) management
measures, such as networks of MPAs, and the spatial distribution, provision and value of marine
resources and ecosystem services. At present, we lack the biological knowledge and volume of data
to predict these responses in a consistently reliable manner. Nevertheless, MSP is an urgent priority
and must make the best use possible of such knowledge and data as are available. Increasingly, this
knowledge base is expanding to include information about the values to humans of marine ecosystem
services, now and in the future.

3 Atlantic Ocean values
Prior to presenting an assessment of the valuation knowledge base, it is expedient to address the
question of what is meant by value in this context, in particular because one common problem in the
use of monetary values is confusion between different interpretations of the value concept. We then
examine the availability of valuation evidence, and consider how it might be used in MSP. We
conclude with an assessment of progress being made in ATLAS towards providing the economic
baseline needed for effective MSP.

3.1

Valuation frameworks

Economics is founded on the principle that “scarcity implies choice” (Robbins, 1935); it is not possible
to achieve all objectives simultaneously, so trade-off, whether implicit or explicit, is inevitable
(Costanza et al., 2011). Economic valuation is concerned with assessing trade-offs in explicit terms
(Farber et al., 2002). Burkhard et al (2013) argue that while multiple indicators can be used for
assessing trade-offs across different ecosystem services, the analysis can be easier if these are
standardised to a common indicator, generally economic value.
However, value can mean different things in different contexts, even within the relatively narrow
confines of economic analysis. In economics, two main analytical frameworks are common:


Exchange values
o Based on trade in markets, focusing on the price of exchange and the quantity traded.

o



Commonly used to assess economic impacts in terms of changes in gross value added
(GVA), often alongside assessment of impacts on jobs/employment.
o Underpins economic impact assessment (EIA), used to estimate changes in levels of
economic activity within a specific area.
o Underpins the national accounts of gross domestic product (GDP)
o Similar methods/metrics are now being used for environmental and ecosystem
accounting, which focuses on exchange values to maintain comparability with the
national accounts.
Total economic value (TEV)
o Based on how much individuals are/would be willing to pay for a given good or service,
or how much they would be willing to accept as compensation for giving it up.
o The foundation for human welfare-based assessments of value and the cost benefit
analysis (CBA) framework.
o Less commonly used in marine settings due in part to data/knowledge gaps.
o Potentially important since it is capable of taking account of impacts on ecosystem
services via non-market valuation techniques/evidence.

Both frameworks look at impacts in different ways, with different assumptions, strengths and
weaknesses. If the main interest is in effects on national income and employment, then exchange
values and EIA are appropriate. If interest is rather in impacts on social welfare, TEV and CBA are
appropriate. But these are not mutually exclusive interests – on the contrary, decision makers and
stakeholders will often wish to consider both, and both have a role to play in MSP. To date, however,
EIA is more common, while TEV lags behind, in particular in marine settings, partly due to data and
valuation evidence gaps. This leads to a risk of focusing too narrowly on market impacts, at the
expense of the wider set of goods and services that influence human wellbeing and environmental
sustainability.
There may be a particular risk here with regards to the current drive towards greater use of ecosystem
accounting, since the focus there on using exchange value concepts can result in low values being used
for non-traded ecosystem services while simultaneously giving the impression that the services have
nevertheless been “taken into account”. This can be misleading, since “the valuation methods that
are consistent with accounting only aim to quantify ecosystems contribution to the economy, not
societal well-being or welfare” (Grimsrud et al 2018). As a further complication, this criticism applies
specifically to environmental and ecosystem accounting in the UN’s SEEA framework, and not so much
to wealth accounting as in the WAVES approach which is aligned with the TEV framework (but
therefore not appropriate for comparison with the national accounts and derived indicators).
Ecosystem service valuation in the TEV framework can highlight the ‘hidden’ ecosystem benefits and
costs. This in turn can improve understanding of the economic trade-offs from different marine plans
or scenarios, including trade-offs among different kinds of ecosystem services, as well as between

ecosystem services and the commercial economic activities that impact on the condition of marine
ecosystems (Börger et al 2014). For the deep seas, the TEEB Oceans study (TEEB 2012) present two
important questions to consider in this regard:



What economic information do we need to weigh the trade-offs between the industrial
exploitation of the deep sea and the emerging economic value of living resources there?
Can a better economic understanding of the value of deep-sea ecosystems help in the design
of industrial best practices, deep sea marine protected areas, and international governance
of the deep sea?

There is increasing acceptance that, despite the serious challenges of valuing deep-sea ecosystem
services, valuation evidence could indeed help improve decision making. The need to enhance and
facilitate integration in decision making is widely recognised and a focus of recent effort – for example
the Ecosystem Services Partnership (ESP) Regional Europe conference in 2018 on the theme
“Ecosystem services in a changing world: moving from theory to practice”10 - although, illustrating the
challenge, the conference was mainly attended by the research community. Nevertheless momentum
is gathering. The European Parliament Intergroup Seas, Rivers, Islands and Coastal Areas (Searica
Intergroup) together with the European Marine Board organised a conference11 to discuss
requirements for assessing the long-term sustainability of blue growth, support ecosystem based
policy development and marine management decisions, and raise awareness of the importance of the
marine environment to society and in the economy. The European Commission Blue Economy Report
201912 includes a chapter on ecosystem services and natural capital, noting increasing evidence on
the value of ecosystem services. They report that the few cost-benefit studies available conclude that
the overall welfare benefits of marine protected areas are positive, but that with a narrower focus on
the market impacts in Blue Economy sectors, the situation is less clear. This illustrates the importance
of being able to account for the non-market improvements in societal welfare (in particular, using
valuation in the TEV framework for CBA), because the market impacts alone may not be enough to
offset the costs of action.
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For the ABNJ/BBNJ, where governance structures are weak or incomplete, there may be additional
roles for expanding the knowledge base on economic values and ecosystem services. These include,
for example (TEEB 2012): to inform new agreements to implement EBM and MSP; increasing the
effectiveness of tools such as MPAs, EIA, and SEA; designing benefit sharing mechanisms for marine
genetic resources beyond national jurisdiction; and providing incentives for transfer of technology and
innovative financial mechanisms for capacity development and implementation.
Enhancing the valuation evidence base and integrating values in MSP is also seen as a way to
encourage investment and blue growth. For example, the Mid-Atlantic Regional Ocean Assessment
(ROA) reports13 ongoing research to investigate the suitability of modelling tools based on ecosystem
services valuation, including Marine InVest,14 exploring the potential for marine-focused market
mechanisms for ecosystem services such as water filtration provided by oyster beds, and wave
attenuation and carbon sequestration services of tidal marshes. In Europe, the ALICE project15 has the
main goal of promoting sustainable investments in Blue-Green Infrastructure Networks (BGINs)
through identification of the benefits of Ecosystem Services delivered at the terrestrial-aquatic and
land-sea interface in the Atlantic Region.

3.2

Ocean goods and services

There are a number of different definitions for ecosystem services. Ecosystem services can be defined
as ‘the benefits that people obtain from ecosystems’ (MA 2005) or ‘the direct and indirect contributions
of ecosystems to human well-being’ (TEEB 2010) or ‘marine ecosystem services are provided by the
processes, functions and structure of the marine environment that directly or indirectly contribute to
societal welfare, health and economic activities’ (Norton et al, 2018; Austen et al, 2019). Identification
of services associated with the deep sea aids decision makers to focus their attentions on the best
initiatives to protect deep sea ecosystems while also safeguarding commercial interests, livelihoods
and societal values (ATLAS D5.1) and facilitates ecosystem service valuation (Austen et al, 2019).
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Frameworks for the identification and classification of ecosystem services have evolved over the years
in particular since the publication of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) (MA 2005; Tinch et
al. 2011). Among these are The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB), the UN Common
International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) and the Intergovernmental Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) (TEEB 2010; CICES 2013; IPBES 2017). Such frameworks
have been developed to help differentiate, give structure to and provide the basis to evaluate
ecosystem services (Thurber et al. 2014). The following categorisation of ecosystem services was
proposed by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) and forms the basis of most other
classification systems (Costanza et al. 2017).


Provisioning Services are the products used by humans that are obtained directly from the
ecosystem for example commercial fish



Regulating Services are the benefits obtained through the natural regulation of ecosystem
processes such as gas and climate regulation, and carbon sequestration



Cultural Services are the often non-material benefits people obtain from ecosystems through
recreation, aesthetic environment, ‘inspiration’ and ‘awe’



Supporting Services are those functions and processes that are necessary for the production
of all other ecosystem services, i.e. they feed into provisioning, regulating and cultural services
thus feeding indirectly to human wellbeing.

Figure 1 presents the ecosystem services identified for the deep sea using the MA framework (adapted
from Armstrong et al, 2012).

Figure 1: Ecosystem Services in the deep sea, using the Millenium Ecosystem Assessment fromework
The Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) takes a slightly different
approach, excluding supporting services (and also biodiversity) from valuation16. The rationale
(Haines-Young and Potschin, 2013) stresses a clear distinction between final ecosystem services and
ecosystem goods or products:


Human well-being arises from adequate access to the basic materials, freedom of choice and
action, health, good social relations and security. This is partly dependent on access to
ecosystem goods and benefits.



Ecosystem goods and benefits are created or derived from final ecosystem services by
humans. These products and experiences “are no longer functionally connected to the
systems from which they were derived.”



Final ecosystem services, in contrast, retain a direct connection to the underlying ecosystem
functions, processes and structures that generate them. They are ‘final’ as the outputs of
ecosystems that most directly affect human well-being. CICES is a classification at this level
i.e. services, not benefits.
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Intermediate and supporting services are functions and processes that underpin the final
services. They are not directly included in CICES because they are only indirectly consumed or
used, and may simultaneously facilitate the output of many ‘final outputs’.

Thus the exclusion of supporting services from CICES is not intended to suggest that they are
unimportant. Rather, the rationale is directly connected to accounting: “if ecosystem and economic
accounts are to be linked, then an essential step is to identify and describe the ‘final outputs’ from
ecosystems that people use and value, so as to avoid the problem of double-counting” (Haines-Young
and Potschin, 2013 p8). Though at the same time “there is no reason why fully developed
environmental and economic accounts cannot also record changes in underlying ecological structures,
processes and functions, and systems like CICES may well be extended to cover them” (ibid, p8) – but
in physical terms, not monetary, to avoid double counting. In other words, CICES is intended to
provide a framework focused on final services within which information about supporting or
intermediate services can be nested and referenced. Haines-Young and Potschin (ibid) argue that such
treatment may be especially useful for mapping ecosystem services and propose that “CICES should
be explored through the development of experimental accounts, especially in the context of using
accounts to check the integrity of underlying ecological assets” (ibid, p8).
In the USA, an alternative framework has been developed: the FEGS-CS (Final Ecosystem Goods and
Services Classification System). This is in some respects similar to CICES, in that it also focuses on final
goods and services, but has an additional emphasis on classifying both service and beneficiary
together, rather than focusing just on the service as an ecosystem feature.
There is no single best way to classify ecosystem services, and the frameworks have evolved over the
years, with the final selection depending on the ecosystem and policy context (Tinch et al. 2011). The
main evolution in the ES frameworks from the MA from a valuation perspective is that they focus on
the direct services, largely excluding the indirect supporting services from this step. The motivation
for excluding supporting services is to avoid the issue of double counting ecosystem services in
valuation (ATLAS D5.1).
Specifically for the deep seas, recent work has started to study the relationship between ecology and
ecosystem service, notably Danovaro et al (2008a,b). Applications of ecosystem services concepts in
marine contexts span a short history (Liquete et al., 2013). Thurber et al (2014) argue that ecosystem
services frameworks developed for terrestrial environments are not well suited to the deep sea due
to the low resolution of spatially explicit marine information and the difficulty of quantifying
ecosystem functions and processes in the highly dynamic and connected three-dimensional marine

environments. Indeed many of the services identified by Armstrong et al (2012) are supporting or
intermediate services in the deep sea that underpin crucial final services elsewhere in space and time.
This does not sit well with recent approaches such as CICES (Haines-Young & Potschin 2013) or FEGS
(Landers & Nahlik 2013) which focus only on the final services, as explained above. Le et al (2016)
meanwhile stress the likelihood of discovering previously unknown final and supporting services. The
complexity of marine ecosystems, and their connectivity with other systems and services across space
and time, makes knowledge transfer very challenging (Jobsvogt et al, 2014b).
Hence, to present the role of the deep sea for human wellbeing in a transparent way, insofar as our
knowledge allows this, ecosystem functions or supporting services need to be described (Armstrong
et al. 2010). This is particularly true of the deep sea, since many of the final services supported by
deep-sea functions create values that are distant in space and time from the deep sea, and may fall
outside the spatial or temporal boundaries of the specific assessment or plan area. It is essential under
such circumstances to consider the supporting services of the deep sea that maintain the ability of the
other systems to provide final services (Tinch et al. 2011). Furthermore, the ATLAS expert assessment
on risks (ATLAS D5.2) found that supporting services were perceived to be most at risk. If the focus is
only given to the three service types that impact humans directly, important impacts and risks may be
ignored, particularly for the deep sea (Armstrong et al, 2019a). The MA, though somewhat dated in
certain respects, is useful to describe services in the deep sea as it includes supporting services. The
approach adopted by ATLAS is therefore to draw on two frameworks: the first is to describe a broad
set of the services in the deep sea using the MA. The second uses CICES to inform the monetary
valuations, and thereby avoid the issue of double counting. Nevertheless, care is required in
interpreting the results of these valuations to ensure that important services arising outside the
marine environment, but supported by it, are not overlooked.

3.3

Assessment of evidence base

From the perspective of ecosystem services valuation in general, a growing number of original
economic valuation studies, meta-analyses of economic valuation studies (e.g. Brouwer et al., 1999;
Brander et al., 2011) and economic valuation databases17 has consolidated the evidence base and
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database (http://es-partnership.org/services/data-knowledge-sharing/ecosystem-service-valuation-database/; de

facilitated the transfer of economic value estimates to new contexts (such transfer being considered
contentious by some: see e.g. Ravenscroft, 2019). The mainstreaming of economic valuation is
demonstrated by the development under the environmental management systems series
International Standards Organisation (ISO) 14000 (the best-selling standard in the world) of ISO 14007
“Environmental management: Determining environmental costs and benefits – Guidance”18 and ISO
1400819 “Monetary valuation of environmental impacts and related environmental aspects”.
Nevertheless, economic valuation of deep marine ecosystems remains particularly challenging and
understudied. The consequent risks of incomplete evidence and undervaluation make it particularly
important that both qualitative and quantitative narrative is presented alongside any monetary
assessment.

3.3.1 Values in literature
Ecosystem services valuations have mostly been developed and implemented for terrestrial
ecosystems, with their application lagging behind in the marine environment, mainly due to lack of
data (Beaumont et al, 2019). Knowledge of marine ecosystem services and their socioeconomic values
is therefore limited (Armstrong et al. 2012), although there is increasing interest in identifying and
estimating these services and values. Attention is largely focused on coastal areas (de Groot et al.
2012; Liquete et al. 2013; Beaumont et al. 2014), which are more familiar, more heavily used, and
closer to human populations. In tropical areas, people can be especially dependent on coastal
ecosystem services, as well as exposed to ecosystem-related risks, and this has been a particular
priority for valuation research (de Groot et al 2013). Nevertheless, although clearly less studied than
terrestrial, fresh water and coastal environments, there has been increasing recognition of the
importance of the services provided by the deep sea (Tinch et al. 2011). van den Hove and Moreau
(2007) discuss the socio economics of the deep sea, including ecosystem services, as well as the
impacts and pressures the deep-sea environment faces from human activities. Armstrong et al (2010;
2012) build on this work, presenting a categorisation and synthesis of deep-sea ecosystem goods and

Groot et al., 2012), the Envalue database (http://marineecosystemservices.org/explore) and the Marine Ecosystem
Services Partnership’s (MESP) Valuation Library (http://marineecosystemservices.org/explore).
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services, reviewing the state of knowledge regarding these services and possible methods for their
valuation. Thurber et al (2014) provide further discussion on deep sea ecosystem services and
functions, identifying traits that differentiate the deep-sea habitats from other global biomes.
Applied valuation studies to the deep sea and associated ecosystems include discrete choice
experiments (Glenn, Wattage et al. 2010; Wattage, Glenn et al. 2011; Jobstvogt, Hanley et al. 2014;
Aanesen, Armstrong et al. 2015), contingent valuation surveys (Ressurreição, Gibbons et al. 2011;
Ressurreição, Gibbons et al. 2012; Ressurreição, Zarzycki et al. 2012) and benefit transfer (Beaumont
et al, 2008). Norton et al (2018) provide an overview of ecosystems services in Irish waters including
deep sea. Some deep-sea ecosystems have received more attention than others: for example Foley
et al (2010) identify the ecological goods and services associated with cold water coral ecosystems
and there have been several attempts to value CWC systems (see below). Overall, however, it remains
that deep-sea habitats receive less attention than environments closer to home due to their
remoteness, unfamiliarity, and difficulty to access (Foley et al, D5.1).
Consequently, and indeed to an even greater extent, monetary values from deep sea ecosystem
services are sparse compared to terrestrial and coastal environments (see Table 1). Existing
information is usually tied to the provisioning services of the ocean such as fisheries and fish habitat;
with little information on regulating and cultural services, or future potential services from Blue
Growth. Provisioning services such as fisheries are quantifiable, but regulating or cultural services are
not well known to the public. This makes total valuation a demanding exercise, but one that has been
attempted for a few deep-sea ecosystems, such as cold-water corals.
The few studies that have been carried out demonstrate that people are willing to pay for protection
of deep-sea ecosystems, despite their remoteness and lack of familiarity. A recent example (Norton
and Hynes 2018) used a combination of the contingent valuation and value transfer to estimate the
value of non-market benefits associated with the achievement of GES as specified in the MSFD for
Atlantic member states. The study estimated that the overall value of achieving GES for five Atlantic
member states varied between €2.37 billion and €3.64 billion.
Other examples include a discrete choice experiment for the deep sea area of the north and northwest
UK EEZ to value both use and non-use values attached to deep-sea environments around the Scottish
coast (Jobvogt, 2014). The study found a WTP for deep sea protection ranging from £70 - £77 despite
the remoteness and lack of familiarity with the areas. Aanesen et al. (2015) designed a DCE to derive
willingness to pay for increasing the protection of cold-water corals in Norway. Choice attributes were
selected using existing literature and expert interviews. The possibility that CWC play an important

role as a fish habitat was the most important variable to explain people’s WTP for the protection of
CWC. The study found a high WTP for the protection of CWC in the range of €274 - €287. Ressurreição
et al. (2011) use a contingent valuation method to estimate the public’s WTP to avoid loss in the
number of species in the marine waters around the Azores. The aim of the study was to estimate the
marginal value associated with increased levels of species loss, and also to estimate the WTP to avoid
loss of species in different marine taxa. The results suggested a greater WTP to preserve all marine
taxa as a whole, than for a series of individual marine taxa.
These studies provide a proof of concept for applicability of valuation techniques to deep sea
environments. However the body of evidence remains thin, and not fully adequate for the task of
supporting the development of MSP for the North Atlantic. To help fill this gap and to add to the
economic knowledge base, ATLAS has carried out a number of economic valuation studies, as reported
in full in Deliverable 5.4 and Deliverable 6.2, and as discussed further below.

3.4

ATLAS case studies

ATLAS is testing a generic MSP framework developed by the FP7 MESMA project to assess spatially
managed areas (SMAs) in all 12 of the ATLAS Case Studies.

Figure 2: ATLAS Case Study locations (numbered items) overlaid with Ecologically or Biologically
Significant Areas (light blue areas); Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems (red boxes) and OSPAR Marine
Protected Areas in Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction (yellow boxes). (Source: Grehan et al 2018 /
D6.1).
The relative lack of data available for deep sea benthic ecosystems relative to terrestrial or even near
shore benthic ecosystems constrains the possible assessment of ecosystem services. ATLAS therefore
uses a mixed methods approach, with a qualitative approach to map the expected or potential
ecosystem service delivery levels initially for 12 ecosystem service types (Galparsoro et al 2014) and a
quantitative approach for estimating the ecosystem service of food provision through generated
estimates of landings volume and value for case studies. This has been enhanced by use of a Delphi
survey (ATLAS D5.2) to assess expert views on the relationships between human activities and
ecosystem services, and through choice experiments as discussed below.

3.4.1 ATLAS case studies: risks
One way to consider the balance between the blue growth economic agenda and sustainability is to
assess the potential impacts or risks posed by different forms of human activity on the ecosystem

services provided by the deep sea. Such an assessment of impacts and risks will also inform MSP
(Armstrong et al, 2019a). ATLAS D5.2 carried out a Delphi study to assess risks to ecosystem services
in the North Atlantic Ocean from climate change, other human stressors and their cumulative effects
(Armstrong et al, 2019a). Human drivers perceived to pose most risk to ecosystem services in the
Atlantic deep sea are pollution, ocean acidification, fisheries and cumulative effects. The services most
impacted are the provisioning service of fish and shellfish, and supporting and cultural service of
biodiversity, as well as supporting service of habitats (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Ecosystem service risk levels arising from human drivers. The horizontal axis represents the
number of drivers within each risk category.

3.4.2 ATLAS case studies: Inventory of Ecosystem Services
ATLAS Deliverable 5.1 carried out an inventory and qualitative review of ecosystem services for each
of the case study areas. As discussed above many different classification systems exist for ecosystem
services. Recognising the importance of supporting services to the deep sea but also the issue of
double counting in valuation two frameworks were used – the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment and
CICES – to present the services. The data were collated through a survey, discussion with scientists
and a literature review of each case study area.
Despite the many unknowns regarding the deep sea, a major outcome of the inventory was the large
number of services identified for each area. An overview of the ecosystem services identified for each
case study area is presented in table x. The coloured cells indicate that the ecosystem service was
identified as present for the particular case study area. The colours represent each service type –
supporting, provisioning, regulating and cultural. The table also indicates using symbols whether the
service is present (+); monetarily known (€); not present (0) and unknown (?) following earlier work
of Armstrong et al (2012) and Beaumont et al (2007). Monetary values are mainly present for
provisioning services in particular fisheries and some values deemed present for cultural services
where valuation studies have been carried out or activities such as tourism indicated as present in
current commercial activities. For the most part, Table 1 shows that there are a lot of services known
to be present in the case study areas but for most, the monetary values have not yet been established.
There has also been a number of interesting qualitative assessments of deep-sea ecosystem services
that can feed into MSP. One study (Salomidi et al. 2012) created a sea-floor habitat ecosystem service
scoring system drawing on a standardized system of classifying ecosystems through EUNIS20 codes and
a compilation of the goods, services, sensitivity, and conservation status of 56 European sea beds. A
later development (Galparsoro et al. 2014) expanded this to 62 sea-floor habitats, qualitatively
evaluating the ecosystem services. ATLAS has drawn on these methods in the analysis of service values
for the case studies, as discussed below.
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Table 1: Overview of the provision of goods and services in the case study areas. + present; € monetary values available; 0 not present. Adapted from Armstrong
et al (2012) and Beaumont et al (2007). (Activities table presents current (orange) and blue growth potential (blue) per case study area)

3.4.3 ATLAS case studies: mapping services
For mapping seafloor habitats in case studies, ATLAS used data from EMODnet (European Marine
Observation and Data Network21 and EUSeaMap (Mapping European seabed habitats22). Figure 4
shows the extent of EU-SeaMap sea-floor habitat mapping for the main deep sea benthic EUNIS
habitats found in the case study sites.

Figure 4. EU-SEA Map 2016 with EUNIS Codes for sea-floor habitats in the ATLAS Cases Studies.
Applying these methods leads to a spatial assessment of the relative values of 12 ecosystem services
across the case study areas in ATLAS, as illustrated in the following examples (Figure 5, Figure 6). For
fisheries, full monetary evaluation is possible (Figure 7). This remains however a static analysis; a
fuller appreciation of the situation can be achieved via analysis of the risks posed to vulnerable marine
ecosystems and fish habitats through fishing pressure (Figure 8). These are examples of analysis
provided in full detail in ATLAS reporting (Deliverable 6.2).
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http://www.emodnet-hydrography.eu/; European Commission; Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and
Fisheries (DG MARE)
22
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-6266

Figure 6: Ecosystem service scores for Mingulay Reef, UK (continued).
Figure 5: Ecosystem service scores for Mingulay Reef, UK

Figure 7: Value per ICES rectangle and deep sea demersal species landings in
Figure 8: Assessment of risk posed to VME and fish habitat from pressures
the Porcupine, Ireland
due to fishing activity across the North Atlantic Basin
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3.4.4 ATLAS valuation surveys
Being able to value such a small proportion of services is not very satisfactory as a guide to MSP and
decision making more generally. To help fill the gaps in valuation evidence, ATLAS is collecting
empirical evidence on non-market deep-sea ecosystem services values for four case study areas: the
Azores, LoVe Observatory, Mingulay (in the eastern Atlantic) and Flemish Cap (in the western Atlantic).
These areas have been selected to cover the broadest range of both ecosystem types (seamounts,
cold-water corals, sponge grounds) and jurisdictional regimes (national, European, ABNJ). National
surveys for Mingulay in Scotland and LoVe in Norway have been completed and published (ATLAS
Deliverable 5.4) while national surveys for the Azores and ABNJ for Flemish Cap (for Norway, Scotland
and Canada) are in the final phase of data collection.
Results from Mingulay and LoVe suggest that the public in Scotland and in Norway show general ecocentric attitudes towards the marine environment, with broad recognition of the importance of
ecosystem services, the current ecological crisis and the need for sustainable management, but only
low to modest knowledge relating to deep-sea environments. The valuation experiment assessed
trade-offs for improvement in a number of deep-sea environment attributes (environmental health
and quality, increase in size of MPAs and new marine-related job creation). Results indicate that the
public in both countries is willing to pay to support conservation of the unfamiliar deep-sea ecosystem,
highlighting preferences for reducing specific marine pressures including marine litter and impacts on
the health of fish stocks, followed by increasing MPA coverage generally, with least value ascribed to
the creation of jobs. For example, for improving fish stocks to ‘>80% fish stocks healthy’, the weighted
average value for the Scottish public is €75 and for Norwegians is €179, while a change in deep sea
marine litter densities from ‘poor’ to ‘good’, the Scottish public weighted average is €100 while for
Norwegians it is €200.
Results such as these highlight that deep-sea ecosystems are seen as important by the general public,
and provide support for further collective action required by the EU in moving beyond the 2020 MSFD
objective of achieving good environmental status (in this case, in terms of Descriptors 3 and 10,
commercial fish and litter) for Europe’s seas.
Although at present the evidence base is incomplete, limiting the extent to which deep marine
ecosystem services can be valued in monetary terms, methods and frameworks are available that can
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be put in place to support decision making with the best available information, including quantitative
or qualitative spatial assessments of ecosystem services. Use of these frameworks will, in addition to
directly supporting current decision processes, create additional demand for improved valuation
evidence in the future. As the evidence based expands, there will be more opportunities to use
economic valuation evidence to support deep marine and ABNJ management, monitoring and
decision processes, and MSP in general.

3.5

Valuation in MSP

The application of valuation in an MSP framework can take place in many ways: see Box 1 for possible
entry points in the MESMA framework. At the most basic level, the following steps are necessary
(Nordic Council of Ministers 2017):


Select a suitable typology of ecosystem services to which activities can be linked



Identify and define relevant marine/maritime activities and sectors .



Assess how the environmental pressures arising from the activities impact on the
ecosystem services

Economic valuation then seeks to assess changes in wellbeing for different stakeholder groups. Ideally,
this is done through monetary indicators. To value deep-sea ecosystems and their goods and services,
we need knowledge about the biodiversity, structure and functioning of the systems, and the factors
influencing these, including the threats and pressures impacting on the systems, and how the systems
and services respond over time (Armstrong et al 2010). Partly due to gaps in this knowledge base,
little information of an economic nature is available, in particular for the deep seas, as explained
above. Such information as does exist is mostly tied to the provisioning services of the ocean such as
fisheries and fish habitat; with little information on regulating and cultural services, or future potential
services from Blue Growth. Provisioning services such as fisheries are quantifiable, but regulating or
cultural services are not well known at present. This lack of knowledge creates the risk of developing
marine economic activities without sufficiently assessing the environmental impacts and trade-offs.
Hence, in many cases changes may have to be described quantitatively (physical units), semiquantitatively (with scores), or qualitatively (text). Assessment may also go beyond simple cost benefit
analysis (CBA) by including wider issues such as employment opportunities and distributional effects.
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Framework step
Step 1 definition of spatial and
temporal boundaries, context,
goals and objectives.
Step 2 collation and mapping of
existing natural, economic and
social information relevant to the
objectives
Step 3 definition of indicators and
related thresholds.
Step 4 assessments of indicator
states and risk analysis of
management scenarios.
Step 5 evaluating findings against
the operational objectives.
Step 6 assessing effectiveness of
proposed management measures.
Step 7 collation of outputs and
resulting management
recommendations.

Deliverable 5.5

Think about possible roles for valuation evidence
Some goals/objectives could be established in economic terms.
Desires/needs of stakeholders, to consider here and throughout,
could be assessed in monetary metrics, including estimation of
public non-use values for natural systems and biodiversity.
Socio‐economic components must be mapped and the
(cumulative) impacts of these assessed. Values of activities/service
could form one map layer. Tools such as InVEST, ARIES1, MARXAN
can facilitate this.
Values can be used as service indicators. Values as thresholds may
be appropriate for subsistence uses or benefit sharing.
Economic assessment/comparison of scenarios, using CBA, MCA or
portfolio analysis methods, including the tools identified above.
In value terms where appropriate including assessment of tradeoffs and sustainability. Possible role for ecosystem accounting.
Effectiveness can be assessed in terms of realisation of potential
values, and should include estimates of costs, opportunity costs,
and cost-effectiveness.
Including financing needs and potentially guidance on
management instruments. Identification of valuation/data gaps
and proposals to address them.

Box 1. Steps in the MESMA Framework and possible associated uses of valuation evidence.
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As discussed above, supporting services are commonly omitted from valuations and appraisals in
order to avoid double counting. However this is only appropriate if the boundaries of the assessment
encompass all the final services. In the case of the deep sea, it will often be the case that the spatial
boundaries do not in fact do this, because the final services supported arise elsewhere. In this
situation, MSP should recognise (and where possible and appropriate, value) supporting services.
A further complication is that services may not be spatially fixed – e.g. fish stocks – creating a challenge
for spatial valuation in MSP. This can be partly addressed through setting appropriate scales and
boundaries, and cooperation across governance scales to make robust assessments of trade-offs
(European Marine Board 2019). Global change will also impact on ecosystems, services and values in
ways that may be both complex and uncertain, both directly through changes in water temperature
and chemistry, and through impacts on connectivity, as discussed above.
This makes total valuation a demanding exercise, and most marine-related valuation studies focus on
coastal environments. However, there have been some studies carried out on the deep sea and in
ATLAS case study countries including Ireland, UK and Azores, for example for cold water corals, as
discussed above, and the ATLAS project itself is further enrichening the evidence base via direct
valuation studies in four case study areas.

4 Barriers and opportunities
Recently, the European Marine Board Future Science Brief (EMB 2019) showcased current thinking in
ecosystem service valuation for the marine environment. They reported that, although ecosystem
valuation has advanced significantly over the past decade, results are rarely used to support marine
management and policy. They conclude that making ecosystem valuation an integral part of marine
management decision models would both improve decision making and enhance the evidence base.
Similarly, Adams et al. (2019) describe various ways of considering the disconnect between the
accumulation of evidence on ecosystem service and values and the use of this evidence in
conservation planning, referring to the “research-implementation” gap, the “assessmentimplementation” gap, the "knowing-doing" gap and the “implementation crisis” (Pfeffer and Sutton
1999, Knight et al 2006, Knight et al. 2008, Knight et al 2011). They stress the need to facilitate the
transition from assessment to implementation: not just accumulating knowledge, but explaining
where, when and how it can be used to support decision making.
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This problem of a disconnect between the potential of monetary valuation and its actual impact in
supporting policy, decision-making and day-to-day management is not specific to the marine
environment, but may be particularly stark in marine, and especially deep-sea, settings, for the
reasons outlined above, including the relatively thin evidence base, the remoteness of and lack of
familiarity with these systems, and the spatial and temporal disconnect between ecosystem function
and final service provision.

It is a complex problem, with roots in numerous concerns and

controversies regarding the framework and tools of environmental valuation, some of which are
justified, some less so.

4.1

Controversies regarding valuation

Using market values to account for goods and services traded in markets, including ecosystem goods
(such as fish) or non-biotic resources accessed through ecosystems (deep sea minerals, oil and gas), is
relatively uncontroversial. But use of economic values for non-marketed services such as climate
regulation or biodiversity protection has been criticised on many fronts (Table 2).
Table 2: Valuation assumptions, problems and resolutions
Assumption
Individuals’
preferences strongly
correlated with
welfare

Problem?
Sometimes false (e.g.
drug addiction), often
dubious (e.g. myopic
preferences and regret:
Hoch and Loewenstein,
1991).

Generalisation
Democratic societies
allow wide freedom of
choice under rules to
curb excesses,
encourage saving etc.

Individuals have
information and ability
to have stable, wellformed preferences
they express through
decisions

People have “bounded
rationality” (March and
Simon, 1958), construct
preferences (Slovic,
1995), especially for
hypothetical decisions,
unfamiliar
goods/services

Affects other methods.
Market institutions
consistent with
assumptions, with
limits (advertising,
trade descriptions…).

Interpersonal
comparability of utility

Identical indicators of
benefit to different
individuals may
represent different
levels of human welfare

Affects any system
(including voting
systems), not limited to
monetary units.

Resolution?
Recognise TEV
focuses on
individual
preference,
consider other
moral decision
rules in deliberative
processes.
Cognitive limits
may support
procedural
rationality (Laville,
2000). Reduce bias
via information,
thinking time,
deliberation.
Practical option is
to act ‘as if’
comparisons
reliable, and use
income weighting.
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(d'Aspremont and
Gevers, 2002).
Raw value estimates
assume that income
distributions are
desirable/fair

Smooth, continuous
value functions

Non-linearities,
threshold effects and
areas of highly inelastic
demand / rapidly
changing values

Data gaps in scientific
understanding and
valuation evidence

No valuation or
appraisal can be
complete and accurate

Optimism bias:
tendency to
underestimate future
costs and overestimate
benefits

CBA likely to be biased
(see Mackie and
Preston, 1998).

Tax/benefit policies
redistribute incomes so
actual distributions
partly reflect
democratic processes.
Small-scale, marginal
assessments less likely
to suffer than largescale, major changes.

Applies to all methods:
use range of values,
sensitivity analysis,
clear statements of
gaps.
More about physical
outcomes and timings
than valuation
methods.

Income weighting
to adjust values in
transfer/appraisal.

Valuation less
useful for critical
natural capital or
potentially
catastrophic
changes.
Valuation/appraisal
are aids to
deliberation, not
“the answer”.
Recognise and
adjust for optimism
(or ‘pessimism’)
bias.

Economists recognize all these issues, but use TEV and CBA for practical reasons: on the one hand,
many of the objections can be adjusted for to some extent, while on the other, no alternative
approach is perfect. The key issue is whether or not the evidence is actually useful, in terms of
improving decision-making. There are widely divergent views on this question: Flyvbjerg (2009)
argues that errors in forecasting are so substantial that CBA will almost always be “strongly
misleading,” summarising this as “Garbage in, garbage out”; Asplund and Eliasson (2016), in contrast,
conclude that, despite the pervasive uncertainties, CBA “is able to fairly consistently separate the
wheat from the chaff” and thereby contribute to substantially improved decision processes and
outcomes. Of course which is closer to the mark will depend not only on the characteristics of the
decision to be made and the ecosystem/situation concerned, but also on the deliberation and
decision-making processes used, and (crucially) the individuals involved, and their knowledge, skills
and perspectives. In a review of CBA of conservation projects, eftec (2010) found that, while there
are very few clear examples of “near-perfect” CBA studies, there are several examples that are “good
enough” to provide a useful aid to decision making within a given context.
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Nevertheless, these issues and biases lead to understandable concerns regarding the validity and
reliability of valuation evidence as a guide to thinking and decision support for marine environments.
Of course it should be recognised that there are different purposes and uses for valuation evidence,
including spatial planning, but also awareness raising, ecosystem accounting, appraisal for specific
policies, projects or siting decisions, demonstrating value for money, calculating compensation for
environmental damages, and so on. Each of these may call for different specific methods and
coverage, and different requirements for accuracy and research expenditure commensurate with the
context (Barton, 2007). Valuation could therefore be rejected for one purpose, but still found useful
for another.
For example, a focus on trade-offs, comparisons of “states of the world”, and what may be lost or
gained from decisions is more policy relevant than estimates of the “absolute” value of ecosystems or
their services, which make for catchy headlines but “have no specific decision-making context”
(Costanza et al., 2014). Taking account of relationships and feedbacks at broad scales – as in MSP –
can help to defuse the objection that multiple projects change prices and substitute sets in ways that
conventional appraisals overlook (Hoehn and Randall, 1989). Increasingly, attention is turning also to
environmental and ecosystem accounting, calling for different types of value (exchange values rather
than TEV, as explained above), and many policy assessments consider economic impacts
(contributions to gross value added and employment) as well as, or instead of, welfare-based
estimates.
The value of a good or service can vary with its quantity and quality and hence most values represent
a marginal value relating to a specific context. For many environmental services, demand can be quite
‘elastic’ at high levels of provision, but inelastic for lower levels, and effectively ‘infinite’ for essential
services or ‘critical natural capital’ (Chiesura and De Groot, 2003; Figure 9). This does in effect put
limits on the applicability of valuation: valuation is relatively unproblematic under elastic demand, less
reliable under inelastic demand, and not appropriate for critical natural capital (Farley 2008). In the
context of MSP, this suggests that valuation could be a useful tool for informing trade-offs and
reducing opportunity costs, but only within limits set by the overarching need to ensure that the
sustainability objectives are met.
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Figure 9: Demand for natural capital and implications for valuation (Source: Farley 2008)
Coverage in any case is limited to the estimated part of total economic value. In practice this rarely
covers all sources of value, due to incompleteness of the evidence base linking environmental features
to valuable services, and in some cases to conservative assumptions designed to avoid doublecounting, or reluctance to use estimates of non-use values that are seen as less reliable or less
credible. This is a frequent issue in cost-benefit studies: there is often a concern that the stated
preference (SP) surveys used to assess non-use values may be detecting some part of use values too,
and that including both the SP results and the ecosystem service values derived by other means could
result in some double counting. Some studies present arguments regarding which other services are
thought to be covered and which not. Luisetti (2008) for example uses stated preference for
“composite environmental benefit” intended to cover wide range of impacts (recreation, aesthetics,
water quality, biodiversity) but includes separate values for fisheries benefits and climate regulation,
which are thought not to be considered by respondents in formulating their SP responses). Other
studies (such as the UK marine conservation example discussed below) avoid adding the numbers
together but hold the non-use values “in reserve” as a further argument for the robustness of positive
benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) – i.e. arguing the case for conservation based only on use values, while
pointing out that additional values will exist.
Though it is clear that the default zero values in such cases are underestimates, this can be preferred
from a tactical perspective in that it enhances the credibility of the value components that are
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estimated and avoids ‘contaminating’ them with the uncertainty of the less accurately estimable
components, while at the same time leaving space to stress the importance of the additional elements
that are not ‘counted’ in the value estimate
Nevertheless, critical elements of the natural environment may be overlooked in decision processes
if they are not recognised as important. For example, we may be unaware of all the ways deep sea
ecosystems support services and human welfare: but this is a problem for decision support generally,
not just valuation. Primary research can help, but in terms of the pressing need to develop MSPs, it is
not practical to wait until scientific uncertainty is resolved.

MSPs need to be formed under

uncertainty, making best use of the information available. Consequently, results of decision support
tools used in MSP need to be tested for sensitivity to assumptions used, and any risks, uncertainties,
missing data, and other caveats must be clearly and fully reported.

4.1.1 Example: deep sea mining
Valuation could be particularly relevant for deep sea mining, for example, where the need to
demonstrate limited and acceptable levels of environmental impacts could be addressed in part via
valuation studies. Deep Sea Mining (DSM) is the extraction of metal resources from the deep sea bed,
a potentially rich source of key minerals. Some deposits lie beneath national waters and are sovereign
resources. Many others lie in the Area Beyond National Jurisdiction (ABNJ, ‘the Area’) and access to
these resources is regulated by the International Seabed Authority (ISA) under the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) (Baker and Beaudoin, 2013).
There is potential for these deposits to be highly profitable, and, if shared fairly, to meet strategic
needs for resources as well as fuelling social and economic benefits for less wealthy nations. Deep
sea deposits are generally richer in mineral content than terrestrial sources, and are on or near the
seabed surface, and so can in principle be accessed with creation of much less spoil than terrestrial
mines.

Together with their location far from human populations, this might make DSM

environmentally preferable to terrestrial mining. On the other hand, DSM activity would inevitably
impact on deep sea ecosystems with effects that are extremely uncertain and may be long term or
irreversible. At the same time, the economic and social impacts of DSM could be highly variable
depending on the mechanisms put in place to regulate and tax the activities.
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Therefore, governments and the ISA face difficult choices regarding the appropriate development and
regulation of DSM. The decisions to be taken include broad-scale/strategic decisions about the global
approach to licensing exploration, standards and protocols for seeking operational permits, research
and monitoring requirements, and benefit sharing. They also include more localised decisions about
specific resource deposits and applications to exploit them.
To make good decisions, it is important to understand the potential economic, social, and
environmental impacts, pros and cons of DSM. This also requires a broad strategic view of DSM and
its potential role in achieving sustainable development, meaning that DSM should not be considered
in isolation, but as a part of a world economic system that includes terrestrial mining and other
alternatives to mining such as recycling and resource substitution. It is also essential to recognise the
full range of values arising from the deep sea, including all the ecosystem services discussed above.
The issues of whether and how – and when – to mine the deep seas is divisive because DSM will have
impacts on all aspects of sustainable development: economic, social and environmental. This includes
potential long-term and/or irreversible environmental impacts, about which there are substantial
uncertainties and unknowns. There are also unresolved questions regarding sharing the benefits and
costs of DSM, and the long-term social and economic consequences for resource-owning societies.
Difficult decisions will have to be made, and probably sooner rather than later, because commercial
pressures within the deep sea mining/technology industry, sustainable development concerns for
resource owning states, and broader strategic and economic interests at a global scale, all represent
drivers for pushing forwards with DSM. Especially given the substantial uncertainties and unknowns
stressed above, it is therefore important that we consider what our choices are, what policy options
we have for implementing them, and what methods we have for evaluating and informing decisions
through appraisal and valuation of the impacts, in order to ensure that DSM is fully incorporated
within the MSP process.
Wakefield and Myers (2016) attempt to use cost-benefit analysis based on ‘realistic yet hypothetical’
mining scenarios developed for three mineral deposits in the Pacific Island Region. They argue that
the results ‘indicate that deep-sea mining has the potential to increase the well-being of the people’
in two of three case studies. However, while their initial profitability analysis is highly relevant to
determining situations under which DSM might be considered, the assumptions and analogies
adopted in the absence of data on the impacts and values mean that CBA is of very little use for the
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purpose of deciding whether or not it should go ahead. This is particularly the case since the pervasive
uncertainties mean that the key issue is not calculating the expected benefit of each option, but rather
developing an appropriate strategy following the precautionary principle, including consideration of
both the potentially high value of methodical research and monitoring, and the highly asymmetric
nature of potential regret from decisions to mine now (irreversible) or to delay until information is
better (reversible).

4.1.2 The role of Area-Based Management Tools
A key element of MSP is to achieve spatially explicit management, including zoning of different
activities and pressures, including through the use of Area-Based Management Tools. One such tool
that is particularly important for achieving sustainable management of marine environments is the
creation of marine protected areas (MPAs). There is a global movement to implement MPAs (Pelletier
2018) and the World Database on Protected Areas23 shows a rapid growth in MPAs from
approximately 0.7% of the ocean in 2010 to 7.4% in 2018, with a total area of almost 27 million km2
protected to some extent. Nevertheless, only 2% is in implemented strongly or fully protected areas.
(Sala et al 2018). The United Nations’ target for global ocean protection is 10% of the ocean in Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs) by 2020.24
The headline figures mask a large divergence in protection depending on the governance status of the
waters: while 17.3% of national waters are protected, only 1.18% of the ABNJ is covered25 and
effective protection of these areas remains a particular challenge (Johnson et al 2018). Facing up to
this gap, the UN General Assembly agreed26 in 2015 to develop an international legally binding
instrument under UNCLOS on the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity of
areas beyond national jurisdiction (BBNJ). Negotiations for the instrument cover ABMTs and MPAs.

23

https://www.iucn.org/theme/protected-areas/our-work/world-database-protected-areas

24

Aichi Target 11 : https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/

25

https://www.protectedplanet.net/marine#distribution 11 January 2019

26

UNGA Resolution 69/292 : http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/69/292
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For the ABNJ of the North Atlantic, ATLAS research (Johnson et al 2018) has identified over 50 ABMTs
and other areas upon which future ABMTs could be based, considering only OSPAR MPAs, CBD EBSAs,
and areas closed by North Atlantic RFMOs to protect VMEs.
A second example is in the designation of MPAs. These can be effective tools for ecosystem
protection, in particular if they consider basic ecological principles and set clear conservation goals
(Saarman et al 2013). While MPA benefits generally increase with size (Edgar et al 2014) large MPAs
can be difficult to implement for social or political reasons (IUCN 2008, McLeod et al 2009)
Consequently, efforts for designing effective MPAs have shifted focus from establishing individual
MPAs to networks of MPAs (MPAn) (Smith & Metaxas 2018)
The Azores report (UNEP/CBD 2007) sets out criteria for identifying ecologically or biologically
significant marine areas and designing representative networks of MPAs. These are:
Criteria for ecological/biological significance
Uniqueness or rarity
Special importance for life-history stages of species
Importance for threatened, endangered or declining
species and/or habitat
Vulnerability, fragility, sensitivity, or slow recovery
Biological productivity
Biological diversity
Naturalness

Criteria for representative networks
Ecologically and biologically significance
(see left column) and also:
Representativity
Connectivity
Replicated ecological features
Adequate and viable sites

Thus there are several principles beyond the site level for configuring MPA networks. However these
relate to the ecological desiderata. In practice, tools are also needed for estimating and taking account
of the economic aspects of protection - and of failure to protect – such that MPAs can play their full
role within the wider framework of MSP. These include both estimates of the economic opportunity
costs of MPAs – the growth and jobs foregone from not exploiting resources in the area – and the
benefits, including market benefits associated with enhance fisheries productivity offsite, and the nonmarket TEV values of ecosystem services protected and enhanced by the MPAs.
In this context, there is a growing literature on the costs and benefits of MPAs, however relatively
little of this examines both costs and benefits together, or applies a full cost-benefit approach. There
are cost estimates (Balmford et al 2004, Sumaila et al 2007) and studies of marine reserve benefits
(Russ et al. 2004, Gell and Roberts 2003, Halpern 2003). But there is little that combines monetary
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estimates of costs and benefits. Work on cost-effectiveness is more common, in particular in the
context of achieving a given area or standard of protection at least cost (Wainger et al 2010).
Some studies that adopt a cost-benefit framework nevertheless do not qualify as cost-benefit studies
due to a lack of data preventing valuation of key parts of the appraisal. For example the Sumaila et al
(2007) study uses a cost-benefit framework to assess “Potential costs and benefits of marine reserves
in the high seas”, but the only monetary estimate is of the opportunity cost of lost fish production in
the short term. Longer term benefits, including fishery gains and reduced risks, are discussed but not
quantified. The paper nonetheless presents a strong argument for some increase in protection of the
high seas: the estimated opportunity costs are only US$270 million annual profit loss from a 20%
closure of all pelagic and deep sea fisheries, and it is noted that about US$152 million per annum is
currently paid as subsidies to high seas deep-sea bottom trawlers alone.
This is a good example of the usefulness of the cost-benefit framework as a rational and methodical
approach to structuring and presenting information for constructing arguments and decision support:
even if it is not possible to put monetary figures on all or most of the impacts, the results of the
exercise can still be highly policy-relevant, and informative for MSP purposes.
One example of more comprehensive cost-benefit analysis is the study of the UK Marine and Coastal
Access Bill’s provisions for Marine Conservation Zones, as set out in the Impact Assessment (Defra
2009) and the documents supporting that (McVittie et al 2008, Moran et al 2008; Hussain et al 2010;
ABPMer 2007). The analysis is applied at national scale, as there is little evidence at the individual site
level. The study identified eleven ecosystem service impacts and attempted to value seven of these:


food based on market values



raw materials based on market values;



recreation on expenditure;



nutrient cycling on the benefit transfer from Costanza et al. (1997);



climate regulation on primary productivity and the official UK public sector carbon value;



coastal defence on avoided damage cost;



“cognitive values” on the value added from research spending and expenditure on education
with specific marine focus.
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A separate stated preference (SP) survey was carried out for non-use values, but these are not treated
as additional in order to avoid possible double counting.
The study concluded that the establishment of a network of MCZs throughout UK waters has a positive
BCR of between 6.7 and 38.9. Although this is an imprecise conclusion based on far from perfect
evidence about benefits, the results are reasonably robust in the sense that sensitivity testing shows
that even given the uncertainty in the estimates it is rather unlikely that the BCR could be below 1,
and this is a fortiori the case given that the non-use benefits are not included in the BCR calculation.
The study is a good illustration of the use of expert judgement to score likely impacts where we have
some evidence of the total value of a service, but limited evidence of the impact on that service of a
specific policy change. This kind of uncertainty is quite pervasive in studies of conservation decisions,
and there are different approaches to it. Some studies in effect push the scientific uncertainty into
the valuation study, using stated preference studies of willingness-to-pay for conservation actions or
results without actually modelling the ecological relationships. More recently, there has been a
greater focus on use of one or other ecosystem services framework, explicitly breaking impacts down
to individual services and attempting to value them separately. This puts greater emphasis on issues
of missing data, and the use of expert judgement is one way of trying to deal with this – for example,
using Delphi surveys as in the ATLAS project.
Intuitively it makes sense that we might expect more accuracy from letting experts make the
judgements on scientific and ecological relationships, and limiting valuation tasks to clearly specified
outcomes. However, where stated preference is used, this does depend on respondents being able
to think of different impacts separately. If in fact there are strong linkages between impacts – for
example, conservation of a particular fish species might not be possible without conservation of
spawning areas, settlement areas and feeding habitats and good environmental quality in all of them
– then it may not be reasonable to expect respondents to overlook these linkages, and stated
preference valuation is likely to involve valuation of the conjoined changes. Where this is the case,
even though the assessment framework breaks impacts down into all the component ecosystem
services, it may still be preferable at the valuation stage to use composite values that cover several
service categories, and hence avoid double counting.
A very different approach is typified by the Homarus Ltd (2007) study of a proposed conservation zone
centred on Lyme Regis, UK. A statutory two hundred and six square kilometre ‘closed area’ in Lyme
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Bay, South West England entered into force on the 11 July 2008 to protect the reef substrate and the
associated biodiversity from the impacts of trawling and dredging with heavy demersal fishing gear.
Within this area, scallop dredging is stopped, but more sustainable forms of fishing are allowed (e.g.
dive catching of scallops, crustacean potting and fixed netting of skates and rays), as is recreational
use. The Homarus research uses a partial cost-benefit approach, focusing only on the market returns
from different options. Since the market returns from the protection option exceed those from the
business-as-usual case, this provides good evidence that protection would be beneficial, given that
the environmental benefits of protection are unknown but certainly positive.
This strategy is quite common, whether in the starkest form of focusing only on the market returns,
or in milder manifestations in which certain more easily quantifiable ecosystem service impacts (for
example carbon sequestration) are included. The basic argument is that if the economic impacts plus
easily valued services are themselves enough to justify a project, and in addition there are other
ecosystem service benefits that cannot be valued, but are unequivocally positive and therefore can
only strengthen the result, that’s sufficient for informing policy. This argument is fine so far as it goes,
but of course only applies in the most “obvious” decisions where the upside is strong and the downside
largely absent.
In the Lyme Bay case, the Defra (2008) Impact Assessment concluded that the Homarus report did
improve the understanding of the relative importance of all activities in the closed area, but that it
underestimated the value of the MPA to the scallop fleet (through the assumption that it represented
11.3% of catches in the two adjacent ICES rectangles). Curtis and Anderson (2008) went beyond direct
costs to the fishing sector to assess the wider social and economic impact of the MPA on the fishing
industry; but that was considered an overestimate as the MPA was assumed to represent between 25
and 50% of the landings from the two adjacent ICES rectangles. Hence the impact assessment stressed
the ‘limitations and caveats’ around the specific figures, but considered them to give a useful
indication of the scale of the costs to be weighed against the wider economic, environmental and
social benefits, and hence a valuable input to deliberation and decision making.
Rees et al (2010) argue, in contrast, that since the economic reports present very different outcomes
that can be traced back to different assumptions applied to the same area and data available, “the
Lyme Bay case study illustrates that reliance on market valuations and resource use decisions based
on traditional neo-classical economics can obscure other issues pertinent to the ecosystem approach
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concerning whether ecological features should be protected.” This is despite the fact that the Defra
Impact Assessment shows transparency as to how these figures were attained: they suggest that
adopting an ecosystem approach within marine spatial planning can reveal improved (“win-win”)
solutions for the long-term based on a thorough evaluation of the environmental, social and economic
values of marine biodiversity.
The ecosystem approach demands that environmental, economic and social sustainability are
balanced in the decision-making process (Laffoley et al 2004). The process of making choices as an
individual or as a society about ecosystems and their use implies a process of valuation (monetary or
non-monetary) of the respective parts (Costanza et al 1997). Conflict arises between stakeholders as
the concept of value is broad and multifaceted, including social, monetary, emotional, environmental
and/or cultural aspects. A win–win situation demands that all these aspects of value are understood,
and stakeholders agree upon an equitable balance of benefits from resource use. This does not,
however, rule out the use of estimates of economic costs and benefits based only on assumptions
about fisheries, and it may even be that these are the only monetary figures that can be derived in a
reliable fashion in some marine environments. It does, on the other hand, suggest that decisions
should not be taken based on those estimates alone, and that some means of expressing and taking
account of the wider costs and benefits must be found – as in the ATLAS assessments presented in
section 3.4 (Figure 5, Figure 6).

4.2

Role of decision makers

The availability of more or less reliable evidence regarding ecosystem service provision and values is
only half of the story with respect to the potential of values to inform policy and decision making. The
evidence has to be taken up and used by decision makers or other stakeholders in order to have any
impact.
In this context, the views of different stakeholders regarding the validity and legitimacy of values are
important. This includes views regarding the legitimacy of the valuation framework overall – i.e., is
economic value an appropriate way to think about decisions regarding the marine environment? – as
well as on the reliability of different methods for measuring values. These issues are explored in more
detail in ATLAS Deliverable 5.3.
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While monetary valuation has been controversial, this can be interpreted in the context of gradual
progression in the framings of human-environment interactions. Although many stakeholders may
find the idea of “pricing” the environment somehow distasteful or unethical, on a practical level, Mace
(2014) recognises that most environmental decisions are made on the basis of economic arguments.
She argues convincingly that the position of refusing to engage with valuation risks further
marginalisation of nature from decision-making: “If the benefits provided by nature are assigned no
value, they are treated as having no value, and current trends in the decline and deterioration of
natural systems will continue.” At the same time, strongly reductionist approaches to valuation are
set in a ‘nature for people’ framing that is most likely to elicit rejection on principle. A softer ‘people
and nature’ framing is more acceptable, and it is towards this that many initiatives (such as IPBES) are
tending, although this may represent a challenge for existing valuation methods.
Although valuation is primarily used in public sector settings, there is increasing uptake in the private
sector, for example for determining customer priorities, assessing impacts and dependencies on
natural systems, communication and performance tracking including natural capital and ecosystem
accounting. Initiatives at the international scale include, for example, The Natural Capital Project27,
the World Business Council on Sustainable Development28, and the Natural Capital Coalition29.
Rose et al (2017) use the concept of ‘policy windows’ (Kingdon, 2003), periods that are particularly
opportune for scientific knowledge to be incorporated into policy, due to events in ‘process streams’:
a problem becoming more obvious or salient; a new policy opportunity arising; changes in political
forces or agendas. For example, Rose et al (2018) illustrate how such a window was effectively utilised
in the case of the Lawton Review (Lawton et al, 2010). Moon et al. (2014) argue that such
opportunities can arise suddenly and disappear quickly, while Rose et al (2017) argue that it is
important to foresee (or seek to create) these chances, to build the capacity to respond quickly and

27

www.naturalcapitalproject.stanford.edu

28

www.wbcsd.org

29

www.naturalcapitalcoalition.org
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effectively with arguments framed for the audiences, and to persevere with arguments and push
incremental progress.
The current dynamic towards greater use of monetary valuation in general, in both public and private
sectors, together with the need to generate Marine Spatial Plans, represents such a window of
opportunity to enhance the use and effectiveness of valuation evidence in the management of the
marine environment in general, and the deep seas in particular.
Overcoming the disconnect between evidence availability and use in policy will require making the
tools and evidence more familiar and acceptable to decision makers. The literature on motivated
reasoning suggests that individuals presented with information that is not consistent with their
existing knowledge and values are likely either to fail to assimilate the information or to interpret it
in a way that strengthens rather than dispels misconceptions (Hart and Nisbet 2012), suggesting a
need to contextualise knowledge in ways that enable audiences to understand the relevance in the
context of their problems, decisions, and values. Science-policy interaction mechanisms based on
linear knowledge transfer – knowledge’ speaking ‘truth’ to ‘power’ (Wynne et al. 2007) – often fail to
influence policy makers’ or public behaviour (van Kerkhoff & Lebel 2006). Sutherland and Wordley
(2017) characterise this failure as “evidence complacency” and discuss a number of possible causes.
However, Evans et al (2017) argue that framing the problem as one of ‘complacency’ is likely to be
counterproductive, preferring to recognise that the incorporation of evidence in decision processes
“is slow, non-linear, inherently political, and based on relationships and links between multiple
societal actors with a stake in a particular issue” (p1588). When uncertainty is high, and values are
contested, science-policy interactions are more influential when they facilitate multi-way interaction
processes between science, policy and stakeholders that contribute to real changes in the
understanding and behaviour of policy makers and other target audiences (see Pielke 2007). This
requires iterative processes of dialogue to enhance the credibility, relevance, and legitimacy of
communication (Sarkki et al 2015), as well as strategies for framing arguments in ways that match
the interests of audiences. Cognitive dissonance created as part of dialogue in a supportive learning
environment can be a valuable method of stimulating creative thinking and problem solving, in
contrast to the defensive reactions triggered by dissonance in a non-consensual or threatening
framing (Fischer et al. 2011).
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Addressing some of the barriers identified above can be carried out through a combination of research
to enhance the evidence base and work to make stakeholders in general, and decision-makers in
particular, more familiar with valuation concepts and evidence, and the strengths and weaknesses of
the decision support tools available.
EMB (2019) make a number of specific recommendations to improve the situation, including the need
to “Include ecosystem valuation in marine management decision models”, “Develop the Natural
Capital Approach and Natural Capital Accounting”, and “Create open databases that contain the data,
meta-data, applied methodology and results of marine ecosystem valuation studies (monetary as well
as non-monetary).”
It is widely recognised by economists (see e.g. TEEB, 2010, Diaz et al., 2018a,b) that monetary
valuation and cost benefit analysis only provide one form of evidence to support decision making, that
should be used as a complement to other forms of ethical, social, economic and natural science
analyses, and consideration of various opinions relating to environmental exploitation and
conservation. Monetary valuation, and decision support using it, should never be treated as the ‘right’
answer, nor as an alternative to wider deliberation. Rather, valuation is a support to thinking about
difficult decisions, and a way of summarising certain forms of information in a convenient and
tractable fashion. Of course there remains a risk of results being misused – for example being “cherrypicked” to support pre-determined conclusions – but this problem is hardly unique to valuation.
Other techniques exist that elicit different expressions of social preferences, including deliberative
monetary valuation, ranking, participatory multi-criteria analysis, citizen juries, in-depth discussion
groups, participatory modelling and mapping, and so on. These alternative decision support and/or
valuation methods do not resolve all the concerns identified for valuation and CBA, and may introduce
new ones, but can be useful in allowing different perspectives on social choice. Alternative decision
rules may for example prioritise precaution and robustness over maximisation of expected values. In
many cases these methods can be complementary to valuation and CBA, with evidence from several
methods being incorporated within a wider deliberative process.
In all events, it should be clear that valuation is one aspect of decision support. Values, and tools such
as CBA, are useful as aids to structuring diverse information relating to complex processes and
decisions, and informing deliberation and reflection on the management options and their
consequences. They should never be treated as “black-box” methods for giving “the answer” to a
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particular problem. But at the same time, they have huge potential for informing deliberation in
environmental decision making in general, including in Marine Spatial Planning. The opportunity to
extend the use of valuation evidence in MSP, where this is feasible and appropriate, should be seized,
in order to strengthen the deliberative processes and improve outcomes.

5 Conclusions
Although our understanding of the functions and processes in marine ecosystems, their reactions to
human pressures, and their contributions to human economic activity and well-being remain limited,
it is evident both that marine ecosystems represent vital and valuable assets for humanity, and that
they are at risk from a range of anthropogenic pressures (Luisetti et al 2014). Developing better tools
for their sustainable and adaptive management is a priority to which monetary valuation techniques
have the potential to contribute.
Monetary valuation is one manifestation of a model of how aspects of the natural world influence
human wellbeing. Like any model, the important issue is not whether it is ‘right’ or ‘true’, but rather
whether it is ‘useful’. Thinking about it in terms of attempting to represent an underlying truth is not
helpful, and makes for rather an easy straw man. It is much more interesting to consider whether or
not valuation is useful as a decision support tool, both in particular localised circumstances, and as an
aid to general strategy formation and large-scale, dynamic environmental planning and management.
At a minimum, the valuation framework provides useful ways for thinking about how and why humans
might value aspects of nature. This is not limited to selfish/’capitalistic’ concepts of nature, and in
particular the total economic value framework does provide explicit space for non-selfish preferences
(non-use – existence, altruistic, bequest values) and also for uncertain uses (insurance values).
Similarly, the ecosystem services framework provides a useful checklist of ways in which natural
systems provide benefits to humans. Of course, there is no claim that these values and benefits are
an exhaustive representation of natural values, merely a minimum set of things to consider, alongside
wider cultural, social and ethical perspectives.
Naturally, the estimation and uses of economic values for services such as biodiversity protection or
climate regulation can be contentious, and this creates a certain reluctance to use valuation evidence
in some quarters. And valuation is not essential: there are alternative ways of carrying out appraisal
and policy planning: for example, using multi-criteria approaches or collective decision methods.
However, valuation may have a number of advantages, including making the processes easier, more
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defensible, more transparent, and/or more (cost-) effective. In particular, arguments for recognising
the importance of remote marine ecosystem services might be more convincing, for some decision
makers or contexts, when they are expressed in monetary values that can be compared with the
values of marketed marine products.
The majority of existing ABMTs are likely to become less fit for purpose or redundant within the next
20–50 years (Johnson et al 2018). Alongside the current need to develop Marine Spatial Planning at
national and oceanic scales, there is a clear opportunity to increase the use and usefulness of valuation
evidence. Optimisation software has been applied to try to identify the best spatial design for
protecting multi-species connectivity (D’Aloia et al 2017), but four fundamental sources of uncertainty
– process, measurement, model, and causal – must be considered. (Carr et al 2010). To evaluate
priorities for ABMTs, higher resolution, smaller scale predictions for the next two-to-five decades are
needed (Johnson et al 2018). The two main problems are data availability and model methodology,
and the asynchrony between data/knowledge acquisition and pace of change is particularly worrying.
This applies across all areas of evidence – physical, biochemical, ecological and economic – and ATLAS
is contributing to enhancing the baseline evidence available for planning in all of these domains.
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